
PHASE LINE DEFENSE LLC & PREP TRAIN SURVIVE LLC 
WINTER TACTICAL RIFLE AND PISTOL COURSE (WTRPC) 

Course Description:  
You’ve purchased a semi-automatic sporting rifle. You know how to aim and shoot, and you may be quite good at it, but now, you need to learn how to 
employ it in a threat situation. In this course we will cover different carry positions, shooting positions, trigger management, and tactics to lay a founda-
tion and building platform for more skilled training in the future. This course is specifically designed to train you for the harshness of cold weather and 
how to deal with the physical and physiological effects the cold has on your body and the mechanical issues that can plague your equipment. We will also 
cover low light engagements in the later afternoon. We will have a lot of fun so come join us, and bring your positive mental attitude and hard work ethic. 
Course runs 8:00am - 6:00pm. Price $155.00 
Course Materials to Bring:  
1) 500-800 rounds for your rifle  
2) 200-400 rounds for your pistol 
3) Hearing and eye protection  
4) Holster (Please see holster requirements)  
5) Magazines and magazine pouches  
6) Chest rig, battle belt, plate carrier (whatever your preference for your “kit”)  
7) Rain gear (also called wet weather gear, as we will train in the rain)  
8) Knee pads or any other protective gear you may need (you may choose to wear a hat, but this is not a requirement)  
9) Please bring your lunch and snacks so we may maximize the use of our time for training as there aren’t any restaurants nearby.  
10) Please bring a chair to sit in during breaks.  
11) Please have a sling on your rifle. 
12) Cold weather gear (it WILL be cold) 
13) Flashlight for the low level light training 
 
HOLSTER REQUIREMENTS 
**If you do not have an adequate holster please let us know as we may be able to provide you with one for your training** 

All holsters must meet the following minimum requirements:  
1) The holster must be molded for the weapon to accomplish a firm hold.  
2) The holster must cover trigger and trigger guard thus preventing any manipulation of the trigger either accidentally or purposefully while the weapon is 
seated in the holster.  
3) The holster must allow for one handed re-holster with either the strong hand or the support hand.  
4) The holster must hold the weapon in a muzzle down orientation.  
5) The holster must have some form of positive retention.  
6) The holster must affix to a belt or, if connected to a carrier, it must still maintain the same muzzle down orientation.  
7) NO "In The Pants" holsters.later afternoon. We will have a lot of fun so come join us, and bring your positive mental attitude and hard work ethic. 
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